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In this Letter, we discuss the concept of the fairness and de�ne a fairness index

in terms of the utilization. The fairness concept based on the utilization not only

guarantees the fairness among entities but also culminates the switch throughput.

Introduction: Fairness is an important property that a good scheduling algorithm

must hold with itself [1]. Normally, the fairness can be evaluated by calculating the

ratio of the served tra�c to the arrived tra�c, where the ratio is the throughput

of a connection. The fairness based on the throughput was de�ned to specify the

fairness among connections in an output of the output-queued switch. For the

reason, it could cause the problem of degradation in the switch utilization when we

apply the fairness concept directly to the input-queued switch.

The example presented in Fig. 2 shows the problem that the conventional fairness

de�nition reduces the switch utilization. In the example, we assume that input 1

has two connections, C1 and C2 whose constant arrival rate is 100 Mbps and 10

Mbps, respectively. Assuming that both outputs have the maximum service rate

of 10 Mbps and that output A serves the tra�c of connection C1 at its maximum

service rate, then output B must serve the tra�c of connection C2 at only 1 Mbps to

guarantee fairness between the two connections. In this example, output B should

waste its capacity of 9 Mbps or 90% of its maximum service rate to balance fairness

between two connections. The phenomenon of under-utilization deteriorates as the

di�erence among the tra�c rates gets larger.
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In this Letter, therefore, we de�ne the fairness in terms of the utilization to solve

the under-utilization problem occurred in maintaining the fairness. We also modify

the fairness index by Jain [2] to compare quantitatively the fairness of scheduling

algorithms for the multiple input-queued (MIQ) switch.

Fairness and fairness index in terms of the utilization: In this Letter, we de�ne the

fairness in terms of the utilization. That is, we evaluate the fairness by obtaining the

ratio of the average service rate to the maximum service rate. In the output-queued

switch, it is easy to �nd that the fairness de�ned in terms of the utilization is equal

to its counterpart based on the connection's throughput. The fairness de�nition is

applicable to the input-queued switch and the switch using multiple queues as well

as the output-queued switch, and its acceptability will be demonstrated through two

examples after de�ning the fairness index.

In order to compare the fairness quantitatively, we can think of the fairness index

having its value in a bounded range, possibly 0 to 1. Thus far, Jain's fairness index

porposed in reference [2] has been widely used as a representative fairness index.

In this Letter, we also use Jain's index by modifying a parameter in terms of the

utilization. The modi�ed fairness index is as follows:

sk : average service rate of the kth entity

mk : maximum service rate or capacity of the kth entity

xk = sk=mk

Fairness index =
(
P
xk)

2

n�
P
(xk)2

; (1)

where n implies the number of entities with the non-zero load and xk denotes the

utilization or the normalized service rate of the kth entity. Supposing the MIQ

switch, the entity is either queues, inputs, or outputs in the MIQ switch. The

di�erence of the fairness index in eq. (1) from Jain's is thatmk denotes the maximum

service rate or capacity of the kth entity, not the allocated or arrival rate of the kth
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connection. The fairness index is bounded between 0 and 1 and the fairness index

of 1.0 represents the highest degree of fairness. If the fairness index is equal to 0.9,

for example, it means that 10% of entities might be starved.

The fairness index of eq. (1) can be expressed in terms of variance by dividing

both numerator and denominator by n2. Then it becomes immediately

Fairness index =
�
1

n

X
xk

�2,� 1
n

X
x2k

�

=
(E[X])2

var(X) + (E[X])2
; (2)

where E[X] and var(X) are the expectation and variance of the random variable

X. Eq. (2) implies that the switching system can serve entities more fairly as the

variance for the entity's utilization is small.

Evaluation of fairness in the MIQ switch: In order to assess the fairness in the

input-queued switch including the MIQ switch, we have to use the fairness concept

based on the utilization as mentioned previously, rather than the fairness based on

the connection's throughput. In the MIQ switch, we can think of three types of

fairness: inter-queue fairness, inter-input fairness, and inter-output fairness. Inter-

queue fairness is the fairness among queues in the same input so that it is also

referred to as the intra-input fairness. Inter-input and inter-output fairnesses are

the fairness among the inputs and outputs, respectively.

In order to compare these fairnesses quantitatively, we consider two cases as shown

in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. In the examples, �ij and �ij designate the mean arrival rate

at input i for output j and the service amount of �ij at output j, respectively.

Generally, it is meaningless to evaluate and compare the fairness in the under-

loaded cases, since almost tra�c is served under the circumstance. Thus, above two

examples assume the over-loaded and over-subscribed cases. Table 1 tabulates the

fairness indices obtained by eq. (2) for the three types of fairness shown in Fig. 2
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and Fig. 3.

In terms of inter-queue fairness, �rstly, the SLIP algorithm proposed by McKe-

own is known to be fairest among the scheduling algorithms for the MIQ switch,

since SLIP uses an unsynchornized round-robin matching approach [1]. Table 1 also

proves this fact. On the other hand, the Chessboard (CB) algorithm is superior in

terms of inter-input and inter-output fairnesses, since CB is designed to maximize

the switch throughput [4]. Finally, parallel iterative matching (PIM) is in the middle

for all types of fairness, since it is conceived to reduce the operation speed of the

scheduling algorithm rather than to ensure fairness. Notice here that the result for

the output-fairness is the same as when we use the fairness concept based on the

connection's throughput, and this fact shows the validity for our fairness based on

the utilization as a general de�nition on the fairness.

Conclusions: We have de�ned the fairness and fairness index in terms of the uti-

lization to evaluate the fairness between entities, such as queues, inputs, or outputs.

The fairness concept guarantees the higher switch utilization as well as the fairness

between entities.
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Figure captions:

Fig. 1 Fairness based on the connection's throughput could cause under-utilization

in the input-queued switch

Fig. 2 Fairness comparison in the over-loaded and over-subscribed case (2 � 2

switch)

Fig. 3 Fairness comparison in the over-loaded and over-subscribed case (4�4 switch)

Table captions:

Table 1 Fairness comparison of PIM, SLIP, and CB scheduling algorithms. Fairness

indices are calculated for the examples of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Inter-queue fairness

is calculated for the queues of input 1 and inter-output fairness is calculated for

output 1 and output 2.
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Figure 1
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Table 1

inter-queue inter-input inter-output

fairness fairness fairness

Fig.2 j Fig.3 Fig.2 j Fig.3 Fig.2 j Fig.3

PIM 0.80 j 0.80 0.98 j 0.64 0.98 j 0.98

SLIP 1.00 j 0.80 0.90 j 0.64 0.90 j 0.98

CB 0.50 j 0.50 1.00 j 0.75 1.00 j 1.00
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